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1. Software begins by walking through each pixel in an input image to construct a graph called 
a histogram, with x = the range of possible intenties for an image of a given bit-depth, vs y = 
the frequency of voxels for each intensity. The histogram is precalculated and is used as one 
reference that simplifies the dimensionality of the data. 

a. Here we build a histogram from a very simple image with only 12 pixels. 
2. A transfer function is then drawn over the same axes as the histogram, but the y-axis now 

needs a second label to describe this superimposed plot. In general, a “transfer function” 
modifies any input to create a transformed output. 

a. Some software separate these two graphs of the histogram graph from the transfer 
function graph and put one near the other, e.g. Amira 

b. Most software superimpose the transfer function visually in front of the histogram in 
the user interface (UI), e.g. the histogram becomes just a precalculated background 
image for the transfer function 

c. Most software don’t label the axes of the histo/transfer graphs in the UI, though they 
may be described in the documentation 

3. In most volume viewers, the transfer function “simply” sets (remaps or transforms) the pixels 
of every bin along the x-axis of the histogram to the value specified by the transfer function, 
i.e. the transfer function dynamically overrides the measured intensity value 
(displayed by the histogram in the background) by the value set by the transfer function 
lines at that x. 

4. Many volume viewers, like the CFE and ChimeraX offer the ability to simultaneously set color 
as well as opacity. This makes the transfer function powerful, but increases the learning 
curve. 
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